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ABSTRACT
Point of care ultrasonography (POCUS) has had its applications expand rapidly over recent years and across several medical specialties. Enough so that is has become an essential skill in most residency training programs across Canada. Despite this, there is little to no structured POCUS training at the medical undergraduate level. The goal of this commentary is to briefly introduce the value of POCUS in medical education; the feasibility of its integration; current barriers to its introduction; and the potential for students to be a possible solution until faculty can introduce a formal undergraduate POCUS curriculum.

Expertise with point of care ultrasound (POCUS) is becoming a sought-after skill for new residents entering their training since a widening range of specialties are using it more frequently to aid in clinical diagnoses and guide procedures (1). The use of ultrasound for viewing heart, lung and abdominal pathology is commonplace, while central and peripheral venous access, biopsies, joint aspirations, nerve blocks and lumbar punctures are being done under ultrasound guidance with increasing frequency. This shift towards POCUS in clinical practice is imposing the need for medical student education and training in the technology. Attempts to incorporate POCUS into undergraduate medical education have been made, however resources and training are limited and there are significant instructional inconsistencies among the programs (1-8). Currently at the University of Ottawa, there is no formal ultrasound training in the undergraduate medical curriculum. As the use of this technology quickly evolves in modern medicine, it will be important that our medical education keeps pace. To maintain the clinical competence of medical students both at the clerkship level and as they enter residency, POCUS training will need to be incorporated into the undergraduate medical curriculum at uOttawa.

Basic POCUS competency requires only a limited number of sessions; students have reported a quick learning curve and demonstrated proficiency with the most clinically relevant ultrasound practices after only 5 instructional sessions (5, 9-11). At uOttawa, the addition of basic education in the procedural and diagnostic fundamentals of cardiac, thoracic and abdominal exams has been proven feasible without necessitating cuts to the current curriculum (12). One reason is its natural positioning within an anatomy syllabus; POCUS is described as an excellent anatomical educational tool, highly effective at facilitating the learning of anatomy and the physiologic and pathologic characteristics of many organ systems (13-16).

Our Faculty currently acknowledges the value of POCUS and its integration into other medical school curriculums. Initial thoughts on its integration at uOttawa will target the current anatomy syllabus. In anticipation, the Department of Anatomy purchased 9 ultrasound machines this year and ran two “pilot” Anatomy POCUS boot camps during the summer of 2018 to test possible methods of POCUS integration into its existing curriculum. Results showed that the 9 machines are sufficient to educate our class size using a rotatory schedule similar to what is already in place for anatomy classes. However despite these encouraging results, the development of a robust infrastructure for POCUS training will not be immediate; some barriers remain, slowing its integration.
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One major barrier to the incorporation of ultrasound training into most medical undergraduate curricula is the relatively small number of available instructors compared to the number of students. Competency in POCUS techniques is developed through supervised hands-on training, which requires more teachers than traditional didactic lecturing. With typical institutional limitations with finances and physician availability slowing the development of a formal POCUS educational infrastructure, a more creative temporizing solution for student education is necessary in the interim: training upper year students as instructors to lower year students. In this set-up, the problem of having a large number of students to teach can solve the problem of not having enough instructors (17). Several universities have validated the effectiveness of “peer mentoring” and its ability to deliver ultrasound training to large groups of students with a significantly reduced need for faculty resources (18–20). Demonstrations of this system show a single physician instructor can supervise up to four student-instructor- led groups and effectively provide coaching and feedback with the consequent self-directed learning even providing added long-term benefits (21). There is also a definite benefit for student instructors; they get a valuable opportunity to develop teaching skills, which not only help to solidify understanding of the concepts but are also preparatory for future teaching roles encountered during residency training (22).

This broadening use of POCUS in medicine dictates that incoming residents should have some knowledge of ultrasound. However POCUS training has lagged behind at the undergraduate level, since traditional educational systems have substantial limitations in available instructors and time; therefore, students’ participation in the teaching process could provide a solution to this problem. Results from other institutions suggest that peer mentoring can facilitate the large-scale implementation of ultrasound education in undergraduate medical curricula (17). Studies out of Canada, the UK, Australia and Spain all report that a small number of physician-trained students can successfully teach POCUS skills to lower year students with good results (18–20).

Experiences at our own institution from pilot trials of POCUS education echo what has been demonstrated at these other sites. Thus, peer mentoring is a valuable resource worth considering to integrate basic ultrasound education into the Ottawa undergraduate medical curriculum, at least as a temporizing measure until more robust educational infrastructure can be developed.
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